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1996 budget: section III

The purpose of the rectifying letter to the preliminary draft budget for 1996 is as follows: -to take account of the budgetary implications of the
'Agriculture' Council's decision of 22 June 1995; - to take account of the budgetary implications of the decision to bring forward payment of the
second advance of the premium for sheep and goats (given the fall in market prices); - to revise the level of the agricultural guideline following
the 'Agriculture' Council's decision of June 1995. Overall these measures will give rise to a lower estimated expenditure under the 1996 budget
of ECU 841 m, broken down as follows: .price package: -ECU 588 m .reform of the cotton sector: +ECU 32 m .agri-monetary decision: +ECU
37 m .advance payment of the sheep premium: -ECU 322 m. The agricultural guideline will have to be reviewed: the amount will increase by
ECU 31 m to ECU 40.828 m. In conclusion, the rectifying letter gives rise to estimated expenditure of ECU 18 m more than the agricultural
guideline, as against ECU 890 m for the PDB. This produces a fall of ECU 872 m in flat-rate reductions made in the PDB in order to bring
appropriations back to the guideline level.?
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The Committee has adopted the draft opinion of Mr. Karl-Heinz FLORENZ (D, EPP) on the draft budget 1996. The Committee followed her
rapporteur in developing a new strategy of "greening" the budget to put into practice Article 130R of the Treaty and the EP resolution of 5 April
1995 on the guidelines for the 1996 budgetary procedure. Article 130R states that "Environmental protection requirements must be integrated
into the definition and implementation of other Community policies" and in the above mentioned resolution Parliaments "requests that the
Commission, through application of the principle of sustainable development, include environmental protection in Community policies, so that
the impact on the environment of Community actions be taken into account before any appropriations are granted". Draftsman Florenz has
taken this resolution seriously and has prepared a number of amendments which could considerably change the draft budget for 1996. His
idea is not to find more funding for environmental policy. The aim of his amendments is to ensure that environmental concerns are taken into
account into Community actions to avoid subsequent costly recovery operations and to prevent the loss of irreplaceable or non-renewable
resources and values (depletion of environmental factors such as clean air, water and soil, the quality of life, public health, habitats,
architectural monuments etc.). In short, "greening" should mean the introduction of procedures and mechanisms to avoid Community funding
of unsustainable programmes and projects. But to modify every single budget line is an immense task and therefore Mr. Florenz got the
Committee's support to make a start this year with two budget lines in the field of agriculture and with nearly all the budget lines of the
Structural Funds and with the Cohesion Fund. Next year, internal and external policies as well as the other agricultural expenditure may follow.
To bring budgetary preparation of programmes into the environmental context the Commission should adopt internal procedures which
guarantee that environmental consideration are, better than at present, taken into account. An environmental impact statement should
accompany every proposal to (co-)finance a programme or a project. To this end the "remarks" of the relevant budget line should be
supplemented with the following sentence: "These appropriations may be used on condition that the projects are accompanied by an
environment impact statement". The Committee calls on the Commission to present before 15 November 1995 a code of conduct for the
application of these remarks. To finance measures in the field of implementation, monitoring and assessment, special budget lines should be
created. The funding of these lines would be provided for by taking 0,1% of the budget lines concerned, B1-5013 and B2-1600. This would
yield 1871 mEcu for B1-5013 and 29 021 950 for budget line B2-1600. For tobacco, the rapporteur had prepared amendments to transfer 10
million from the budget line premiums for tobacco to the budget lines for conversion premium and Community fund for research and
information. These last two lines would get 5 mEcu more. He intended this amendments as a signal to the Council and the Commission that
the union should rethink the subsidizing of a product that is so harmful to the health of our citizens and which leads to such high public health
costs. But a Committee majority adopted amendments of PES and Green to stop all subsidies for the production of tobacco (1 billion Ecu).
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The rapporteur recalled that Parliament?s priorities had been set out at its April part-session. They were to promote more rigorous
management of the Union?s budget, to define the priorities on the basis of the principle of cost-effectiveness and to step up information
activities in order to enhance the Union?s image among the public. Mr ELLES also believed that the budgetary decisions should be respected,
whether or not a legal basis existed. He compared this budgetary procedure to that of 1991. Parliament?s desire for improved controls on the
use of funds led it to place certain expenditure in reserve. He thus insisted that no amendments should be tabled on agricultural expenditure,
in accordance with the agreement reached at the end of July. As regards structural spending, Mr ELLES considered that more substantial
progress was required in improving the payment system. In the area of internal policies, he proposed an overall reduction in the amounts laid
down by the Council and suggested placing in reserve a percentage of the funding intended for trans-European networks and decentralised
agencies. As far as the environment was concerned, Mr ELLES proposed establishing a procedure that would take account of the
environmental dimension in the use of appropriations. The rapporteur welcomed the launch of the PRINCE initiative (providing information to
citizens) and the fact that for the first time the European Parliament was taking a clear position on the reduction in administrative expenditure.
Speaking on behalf of the Council, Mr MARTINEZ ROBLES pointed out that it was essential to have solid legal bases for the release of funds.
The President-in-Office was pleased with the cooperation between both budgetary authorities, which had resulted in an agreement on
agricultural and administrative spending. As regards the latter, it was vital to maintain a significant margin so as to be able to react to
fluctuations in the parity between the Belgian franc and the ecu. He shared Parliament?s concerns regarding the environment. In addition, the
Council wanted to see more uniform positions on a number of issues, such as the placing in reserve of the appropriations for decentralised
agencies, which could lead to their failure. In the area of external policy, Mr MARTINEZ ROBLES emphasised the Union?s cooperation with
the Mediterranean countries; as far as the MEDA programme was concerned, he was certain that its legal basis would be adopted in due
course. With regard to fisheries, he pointed out that the Council considered this expenditure to be compulsory and called on Parliament not to
start a new quarrel when the Court of Justice had yet to give its ruling on the agricultural dispute of the previous year. Finally, according to the
Council, the idea of using the reserve as a budgetary policy instrument would have to be studied before excessive use of this instrument
diluted the political message that the budget should portray. Commissioner LIIKANEN welcomed the agreement on agricultural expenditure
and on the new financial dimension of the European Union?s information policy. Parliament?s resolution at first reading seemed to confirm the
tendency towards ensuring increasingly rigorous implementation of the budget. In this context, the Commission stressed the need for a legal
basis, which was a precondition for any effective budgetary policy. Going back to the issue of the decentralised agencies, the Commissioner
was worried about the problems that could arise after part of their budget was placed in reserve. On behalf of the PSE Group, Mr SAMLAND
recalled Parliament?s priorities for the internal and external policies: combating unemployment and implementing the programme for
reconstruction and peace in the former Yugoslavia respectively. The CFSP should be the first pillar and not the second. Finally, Mr Samland
regretted that the Council had not managed to develop interinstitutional cooperation taking account of Parliament?s efforts in this area. Mr
CHRISTODOULOU (EPP) considered that this was a difficult budget as resources were scarce, and he emphasised the need for controls on
the use of resources. As far as the legal basis was concerned, he pointed out that it was essential to agree on satisfactory rules for the
budgetary credibility of the Union. Mr DE PRIMA believed that support should be provided to small and medium-sized enterprises to promote
job creation. He welcomed the Youth for Europe project, but complained about the rigidity of the budget for the trans-European networks,
which penalised Italy, notably the MALPENSA project. According to Mr BRINKHORST (ELDR), the distinction between compulsory and
non-compulsory expenditure was no longer an issue; Parliament?s powers as co-legislator in the legislative procedure should be reflected in
the budget. He called on the Commission to introduce in the near future an eco-label for agricultural products and to present the PRINCE
programme as soon as possible. Mrs ELMALAN (GUE/NGL) disputed the allocation of agricultural subsidies because it encouraged the
set-aside of land and the departure of young farmers. She hoped that the free trade approach to agriculture would be curbed in order to
combat excessive intensification and desertification. Mrs MULLER called in particular for more energetic environmental measures, especially
research and development programmes aimed at achieving a sustainable economy. Mr DELL?ALBA (ARE) was concerned about the
systematic strategy of placing funds in reserve, which did not facilitate transparency; he believed that the budgetary procedure should not be
used to influence legislation. Mr FABRE-AUBRESPY stated that his group would vote against this budget. He criticised the large increase in
expenditure, which, in the current context of unemployment and social crisis, would result in a 7.3% increase in France?s contribution to the



budget; he therefore called for a reduction in EU spending. He regretted that Parliament was seeking to extend its prerogatives and stated that
the sole aim of the new line for information was to ?pull the wool over the public?s eyes?. He again expressed his opposition to the reduction
in appropriations for EP officials? missions to Strasbourg, since this decision, by reducing the presence in Strasbourg, would undermine the
headquarters of the European Parliament.
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In adopting the report by Mr ELLES (PPE, UK), the European Parliament approved the general budget for 1996 (Section III - Commission). .
General: In the first part of its resolution Parliament regretted that all Member States had still not ratified the conclusions agreed in Edinburgh
on own resources and called for this ratification to take place as soon as possible. Parliament stressed that it had scrupulously followed the
guidelines set out in April 1995 and had begun to establish a close link between the implementation of the current year's budget and the
proposals for the first reading of the subsequent budget. In this respect Parliament had decided to strengthen controls on the use of funds and
called for the use of the reserve and the freezing of funds to be subject to detailed examination between then and 30.05.1996. In addition, the
Commission was called on to provide information as soon as possible to the CEECs on the possible enlargement of the European Union and
on the efforts which the Community would be making in this area. * Legal bases: Parliament regretted that the Commission had decided
arbitrarily (without prior consultation) to delete certain actions and pilot projects, for want of legal bases to support them. In this respect
Parliament called for a global agreement between the 2 branches of the budgetary authority so that a solution might be found to this problem
by way of an institutional trialogue. * Budget: - Heading I: Parliament was keeping to the agreement concluded on 24.07.1995 as far as
agricultural expenditure was concerned, but thought it inappropriate that the guideline value be increased after the actual presentation of the
draft budget. It also pointed out that savings of ECU 60 m would have to be made in the area of land set-aside, a sum which was to be
transferred to programmes relating to the improvement of production; - Heading II: Parliament again deplored the gaps in the supply systems
(particularly for Objective 1) and approved the decision to use appropriations from the reserve for Community initiatives under budget heading
B0-40; - Heading III: . as far as networks were concerned, Parliament noted that appropriations for 1995 had remained at a very low level and
approved the allocation of ECU 280 m for trans-European networks (B5-700), of which 25% was to be placed in reserve, . culture, education
and the media: Parliament called for real efforts to be made to promote sports and to improve tolerance in European societies, . information:
noting the beginnings of a process of cooperation between the different services operated by the Community institutions, Parliament regretted
that the proposal to set up a new interinstitutional information system had not been more clearly defined. Synergies should therefore be put in
place based on human and financial resources, and this should also include relations between Parliament and the Commission. Parliament
gave particular approval to an amendment which sought to provide citizens with specific information on achievements and on the acquis (the
PRINCE programme). The appropriations earmarked for this programme are placed in reserve pending a decision, . Agencies: while
supporting specialist EU agencies, Parliament pointed out that these bodies should respect budget constraints and could not extend their
activities and budgets without actual proof of their needs. It proposed that all the agencies make the necessary amendments to their rules of
procedure so that they might have access to the global reserve for agencies, . environment: while welcoming the fact that actions in this field
should help support sustainable development, Parliament called on the Commission to present a code of conduct between then and
08.12.1995 which would integrate the environmental dimension into Community policies. To this effect it set out a number of principles which
should help in drawing up the said code (particularly in respect of appropriations allocated under the Structural Funds, appropriations made
within the framework of major Community projects and programmes, and new programmes which should respect the environmental principles
of the CAP, the energy policy, the Natura 2000 network and the Directive on habitats); - Heading IV : Parliament strongly endorsed the
decision to release ECU 35 m for the reconstruction of Sarajevo and ECU 15 m for other regions of the former Yugoslavia. While accepting the
amounts allocated to PHARE, TACIS and MEDA for the period 1996-1999, it called for these sums to be subject to strict controls (regular
reports are to be submitted on the impact of the projects and their assessment). Parliament asked that a separate budget heading be set up
for the CFSP and called on the Council to respect the Treaty on European Union as far as joint actions were concerned (it rejected the practice
of disregarding budget decisions as was the case when releasing funds for Mostar). It also called on the Commission to provide detailed
information on the implementation of the budget line for South Africa (B7-5070) and proposed that new budget headings be established in the
fishery sector for international agreements, for financial protocols and for fishery contributions, in order to increase budget transparency. -
Heading V : Parliament decided that 10% of the funding provided for the Commission's external delegations should be placed in a special
reserve and should only be released once an agreement was reached on the composition and financing of the supervisory personnel in those
countries benefitting under the PHARE and TACIS schemes. Parliament also called for a study of the rules laid down for external delegation
personnel, specifying the distribution of officials, local agents and non-statutory personnel, the distribution of different sources of expenditure
and the transparency of controls. In addition, Parliament decided to create new budget lines for the anti-dumping sector and supported the
strategy adopted for combatting fraud. The cost of missions undertaken by Commissioners was to be placed in a reserve and Parliament also
asked that it be kept regularly informed of the remunerations and repayments received by Commissioners, particularly within the framework of
their participation in official events. At the same time, Parliament welcomed the introduction of the GEMINI programme (twinning of towns in
Europe with those in the east) and the efforts which had been made in respect of interinstitutional cooperation on the administration of the
budget. ?
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The rapporteur, Mr ELLES, pointed out that the agreement reached on the issue of legal bases would allow for more flexible frameworks for
the implementation of Community programmes. He was also pleased that the budget provided for the streamlining of administrative
expenditure. He noted that the 1996 budget would make it possible to clarify the use of the reserve (currently 0.5%, covering 41 budget lines);
it would be used to control the agencies? funds and improve the procedure for the discharge of budgetary control. He also highlighted the
importance of the progress made in the area of information policy, particularly in relation to the ?Citizens First? campaign, the single currency
and the Intergovernmental Conference. He mentioned many initiatives towards which Parliament had taken a positive attitude during the
debate on the budget: - consideration of environmental aspects in the operation of the Cohesion Fund and Structural Funds; - launch of the
?INTEGRA? programme to combat social exclusion; - increase in appropriations for the European Voluntary Service; - allocation of
appropriations to the European Union Youth Orchestra; - doubling of funds for the twinning programme; - launch of the ?Citizens First?
information campaign. Parliament had also supported the allocation of aid for the reconstruction of Sarajevo and funds for initiatives based on
international cooperation. The Commissioner, Mr Liikanen, pointed out that the 1996 budget was the first budget to be approved not only for,
but also by, the enlarged Union. The positions of Parliament and the Council were generally constructive and were very similar on agricultural
spending and structural measures; there had even been agreement on the appropriations for fisheries agreements and the MEDA programme.



Internal policies and external measures had caused some difficulties, but all of the institutions? priorities had been retained. As regards the
specialist agencies, the Commission would present a report on the improvements requested. A solution had been found to the issue of
financing cooperation with the Mediterranean countries, in accordance with the Cannes decisions. In the area of trans-European networks,
there was still the risk of delays, which would prevent them from being implemented as quickly as had been hoped. In relation to the statute for
parliamentary assistants, the Commission would continue its work and put forward proposals. Finally, as regards the repeal of the 1995 budget
by the Court of Justice, an amending budget for 1995 would have to be adopted without delay and a solid basis established for the
negotiations on the 1997 budget. An in-depth interinstitutional discussion on the classification of expenditure was therefore required.
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The European Parliament, in adopting the near total of the amendments of its Committee on Budgets (excepting an amendment of ECU 350
000 intended for the Agency for the Internal Market of Alicante), adopted the 1996 budget, which totalled ECU 86 525 m in commitment
appropriations and ECU 81 89 m in payment appropriations (an increase of 8.4% over the 1995 budget). The EP thus approved an increase of
ECU 237 m in commitments and ECU 295 m in payments. Allocation per heading is as follows: agricultural expenditure: 47% of the total
(+10.6%); structural expenditure: 33% of the total (+10.6%); internal policies: 7% of the total (+5.4%); external action: 7% of the total (+7.8%);
administrative expenditure: 5% of the total (+3.3%). The main amendments to the Council's draft budget concern: - employment and growth in
Europe, for an overall amount of ECU 57 75 m; - former Yugoslavia : the EP called for appropriations of ECU 92 m ('Europe in Sarajevo'
project, reconstruction of the republics of the former Yugoslavia and aid to refugees); it committed ECU 10 m for the installation of Carl Bildt in
Sarajevo; - the financing of public information campaigns: Committee on Budgets (PRINCE), for a total of ECU 50 m; - the MEDA programme
(financing for the Mediterranean countries): the EP calls for the creation of a special MEDA-appropriations line - additional appropriations of
ECU 200 m and the parallel creation of a 'negative reserve'; - the trans-European networks: the EP calls for 25% of the appropriations (ECU
70 m) to be placed in reserve) and for the list of priority projects to be adopted jointly by the two branches of the budgetary authority; -
interinstitutional relations: the EP agrees to the release of certain posts and will ensure that the Commission complies with the code of conduct
with regard to Commissioner's mission and other expenses; - cooperation with Turkey: the ECU 22 m earmarked should be placed in reserve
pending the Council regulation on financial cooperation. ?


